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"He W h o Runs May Read"
Assistant Editor-in-Chief and Literary Editor, Montreal Star

I HAVE

ventured t o use the title "He
who runs may read," but that is only
half the title. It really should have read:
"He who runs may read, but he who sits
down will profit more by his reading."
What I wish to emphasize is that there is
far too much haste nowadays in the
selection of material for reading, in the
first place, and in the speed with which
i t is read, in the second place.
The mania for speed that so terribly
afflicts seventy per cent of the entire
white population of this North American continent may have some virtues,
but I for one have failed to discover
them. If the gaining of money, and of a
disturbing excitement, are valuable assets
t o humanity of themselves, then speed
has some virtue, but I cannot think they
are. Certainly speed has almost entirely
metamorphosed domestic life and the
enjoyment of the cultural arts. I t has
placed a premium upon the superficial
and i t has enhanced the dangers that lie
round about all hasty decisions and snap
judgments. I t has brought into common
practice the habit of skimming reading
matter, of turning to the end of a book
before the first quarter has been read, of
passing over in their entirety descriptive,
or speculative, or philosophical or analytical passages, and of concentrating upon
action and the amazing jargon that, with
so many modern authors, takes the place
of intelligent dialogue.
When I see young men and women on

the street cars going to or returning from
work, or seated a t one of the "gobble and
git" lunch emporiums where the art of
cultivating indigestion is so sedulously
fostered, and watch them turning over
the pages of books with a rapidity that
suggests more a feverish search for a misplaced dollar bill than any attempt t o
absorb what is on the printed page, I a m
filled with a bitter antagonism towards
the feverish haste of this modern living
that makes such a ~rocedurealmost inevitable. So many of those young
people are not even given a fair chance
of reading intelligently. The inexorable
dictates of the modern god of speed
prohibit it. They are the victims of the
curse of the hour. But nobody knows the
value and importance of leisurely reading better than you librarians, whatever
your special department may be.
Another unfortunate sequel to the
craze for speed as it affects reading is
t h a t i t is creating what I call a magazine
public, - that is to say, a mass public
whose reading is confined almost entirely
to magazines. Now there are of course
good magazines, well worthy of regular
perusaI, although I fear that the vast
majority of the present-day magazines
are of a type that provides only the most
transitory of enjoyment, and which
more than counter-balances even that
sparse satisfaction by the appalling
amount of misinformation, of misleading
impressions and views of life that fill
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their pages. But even the best of the
magazines cannot take the place of books
that are worth reading. The mass of
the reading public is therefore placed
under another serious handicap. I do not
know what the remedy is, but I do know
that the condition exists, and that i t is
a very deplorable one for the rising generation in particular.
There is, however, one encouraging
feature, one bright ray of light that
penetrates the gloomy outlook; more
people are reading now than ever before,
and the tastes of those who are reading
books are turning more pointedly in the
right direction than a t any other previous
time. That I consider t o be the most
encouraging sign of the times in the book
world. I t is clearly attributable in part
to the war and in part to the worldwide
unrest that has existed ever since the
war ended, an unrest that has forced
the thoughts of all classes of humanity
into channels that were formerly exploited by the small minority. Philosophy, biography, travel, science, politics,
art, -all these literary fields are being
invaded by a steadily increasing number
of readers today. And there is one very
good feature about this development, it is forcing those who are exploiting
these branches of literature to read intelligently, because it is impossible for them
to skim the majority of such books as
they skim a novel and get any satisfaction a t all out of them.
In Canada we have a reading public
that is growing in numbers very rapidly.
Letters of inquiry reach me almost every
day from more or less inaccessible places,
asking for suggestions a s to lists of books
to order. The number of circulating libraries is increasing rapidly also, and
they are being more intelligently utilized
by the reading public. Essentially and
particularly are our working classes
reading today as they never read before.
I think you will agree with me that the

-
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wider this habit of reading extends, the
more general i t becomes, the more deeply
will the elements of intellectual culture
penetrate the public mind, and the better,
brighter, and happier will our whole social system grow to be, for social abuses
of whatever nature must automatically
grow less as culture exercises its beneficent influence upon the public intelligence. No intelligent person will deliberately continue to walk in darkness
when the light is shining brightly on
another path. We all need that light in
more or less degree. I am glad t o say
that reading has become, t o a large
degree, a n integral part of the daily life
of the Canadian people. They have come
t o realize that they must read if they are
t o keep themselves acquainted with what
the world is thinking, saying and doing.
And t h a t brings me t o a point in connection with authors and readers, both
in this country and in the United States,
which I think may be of interest t o you,
as librarians.
The developments in fiction since the
War have been marked. The principal
characteristic, a s I see it, is one of a
revolutionary tendency, - a determination not t o accept any of the old standards, but to test everything afresh and to
accept nothing that will not come through
the new test. T h e reading generation of
today does not accept Wells or Galsworthy or Bennett a t their ownvaluation,
but seeks t o evaluate them by its own
standards; and they do not always measure up t o expectations. A world which
emerged from the war that was to end all
war with most of its illusions abated,
most of its hopes dispelled, and most ofits
faith destroyed, could hardly be expected
t o pick u p life or literature where i t left
off. The reorientation of ideas, ideals, and
standards of necessity involved a complete reconsideration of the technique,
the scope, and the functions of fiction.
And there is no final decision yet. People
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are still groping, seeking for form, trying
t o define a formula, and striving t o arrive a t a common factor of standardization.
,
b
Why is i t that while authors
Australia and in South Africa and! ikl the
United States are always sure df $ing
read by their own people whenever'l hey
write anything that is worthy, our Canadian authors, with a few notable exceptions, very rarely are certain of any
extensive public appreciation in their
own land?
I want t o be quite fair in this matter.
There are, as I see it, certain factors that
must be taken into consideration if we
are t o arrive a t a just conclusion. One and perhaps the most important - is
that whereas Australia and South Africa
are isolated from the rest of the Englishreading world, Canada is right next door
to a population of more than one hundred
and twenty million people. T h e Australians and the South Africans have
been compelled, by sheer geographical
necessity, to depend largely upon their
own authors for reading matter, though,
of course, there are large importations of
British books in both countries. And
their own authors have had t h a t advantage over our Canadian authors,
who have t o meet the direct competition
of American authors - a competition
in which they have to suffer t h e still
further disadvantage that, whereas, a
Canadian book, in order t o be circulated
in the United States, must be printed
and bound there, an American book can
be printed and then circulated in this
Dominion, later, - a very important
factor to be borne in mind.
I t stands to reason that a country
with a population twelve times our
own of English-speaking people is likely
to have twelve times the number of
authors whose books have a general
appeal. But it is not reasonable t o assume
that i t has twelve times the number of

\i
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authors whose books have a distinctively
Canadian appeal. Our Canadian authors
ought t o be ahead in that regard Yet
we have the remarkable phenomenon of
the American writer coming into this
country, and writing a book with a
Canadian background, a book in which
the spirit and atmosphere of old Quebec
are deftly recaptured and presented, and
which enjoys a very large circulation
over and above any recent Canadian
novels I have been able to discover with
the exception of those of Mazo de la
Roche. I refer to "Shadows on the
Rock" by Willa Cather. That bookought
t o have been written by a Canadian
author of today. And the reflection brings
me t o another important point. Why is i t
that so very few of our Canadian novelists have been able to recreate and present in their books the authentic Canadian scene? I t is true that some of them
write about Canada and Canadian
themes, but somehow they hardly seem
t o be able t o lend their work anything
in atmosphere that could be termed
distinctive; or identifiably Canadian.
When you read a South African or an
Australian novel, you realize at once that
here is new atmosphere, something
different from our own. But the majority
of our Canadian novelists absolutely
fall down when they attempt anything
of the kind in their novels. Why?
Canada is not lacking in writers of distinction. We have men of whom we have
every reason t o be proud, who have
written and who are writing very good
biography, history and philosophy. Our
novelists cannot complain that there is
anything lacking in material. For a young
country, we have exceptionally fine traditions. We have a folklore that is all our
: own. We have scenery and color and all
:t h a t goes t o t h e making of settings and
atmosphere in fiction that is unexcelled
anywhere in t h e world, alike in variety
and in grandeur. We have a historic past
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that is rich in records of splendid achievement, and we have in the story of the
early days of this Dominion an inexhaustible source of first-class material
for first-class fiction. All that is lacking is
the public taste that shall encourage our
authors to treat of their own land, its
traditions, people, and history, in preference to those of other lands. That we
can have if we set ourselves resolutely to
the task, even though it may come slowly.
I t would be very well worth while.
In conclusion let me say that it is my
firm belief that there is no influence more
potent in making the ideals, the aspirations, the viewpoints and the thought of a
nation known to its neighbors than the
exchange of truly national literatures.
That is one reason why I believe that
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nothing can be better for us here than to
read the best American books, a s well
as .our own, and why I rejoice that
our own best books are being increasingly read in the United States, and
the best American books read more
and more extensively in Great Britain
and the other Dominions and the colonies
that constitute the British Commonwealth of nations. I t is upon a closer
understanding and a broader sympathy
between all the English-speaking peoples
that the world's hope of lasting peace
chiefly depends. Let us do all that lies in
our power t o foster that better mutual
understanding that we may play our part
in ensuring t o posterity the greatest bequest within our gift - peace on earth,
and goodwill toward all mankind.

A Better Guide to Government Statistics'
By Aryness Joy
Chief Statistician, Central Statistical Board, Washington, D. C
of statistical materials
CONSUMERS
are finding increasing confusion in
the multiplicity of statistics that issue
daily from governmental and private statistical agencies. At present, recurrent
statistics as well as special statistical
studies are not adequately indexed and
for that reason are available only after
long and patient exploration of sources.
In recent years this has been particularly true of Government statistics,
which have increased in volume and
variety as the scope of Government activities has broadened.
The Special Libraries Association, recognizing the need for an adequate directory of Government statist~cs,last year
appointed a committee to further such a
project. In discussing the matter with the
Central Statistical Board in Washington,
the Association and the Board have found
1 Summary of remarka made a t the convention of the Spzclnl L~brariesAseocial~onIn Montreal.

a considerable community of interest.
The interest of the Central Statistical
Board is direct; it is the official agency
empowered by Congress to coordinate
the statistical work of the United States
Government. I t is well aware of the nature of the problem because it is a consumer of statistics on its own account.
At present, neither the Central Statistical Board nor any other Federal agency
is prepared to undertake a complete index of Government statistics because of
the magnitude of the task. The Board in
the course of its regular work, however,
has made a beginning in assembling material which will be useful for such a directory. I t is the purpose of this article
to describe the program of the Central
Statistical Board and some of the ways in
which it may contribute to better ordered
statistics.
Two years ago the work of the Central
Statistical Board was described for this
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Association.2 I t was then operating a s a n nature, special field studies proposed by
emergency agency under Executive Or- the various Federal bureaus, the plans
der. Now i t has been given statutory au- for the Censuses of Manufactures, of
thority (Act of July 25, 1935, 49 Stat. Distribution, of Agriculture, etc. Its policy is to discuss these plans with other in498), extending for five years -until
June, 1940; its powers have been defined terested agencies, both governmental and
more clearly, and it is in a better position private, to make certain that they will
to cobperate with other agencies, such a s provide information needed by more
the Special Libraries Association, in im- than one agency and that duplication
proving the organization of American will be avoided. The Board also reviews
statistics. Under its Act, the Board press releases and articles of a statistical
proper is made up of 14 members, most character and gives technical advice o n
of whom are directors or chief statisti- many statistical problems. Occasionally,
cians of various bureaus and divisions i t is called upon to consider an entire
doing statistical work in the Federal field of statistics and to make recommenGovernment. The Executive Secretary of dations for improvement, or to appraise
the American Statistical Association is a the statistical work of an entire Federal
member, and a full-time Chairman is ap- Bureau. Last year, for example, at the
pointed by the President of the United request of the President, the Central StaStates. The Board is responsible to a tistical Board assisted in a survey of
committee of four Cabinet Officers - the statistics collected by governmental
Secretaries of the Treasury, Agriculture, agencies for the electric power industry.
Commerce and Labor. Its meetings are Investigation disclosed some 20 Federal
held monthly, and its function is the agencies - from the Geological Survey
general determination of policies relating to the Bureau of Labor Statistics - reto statistical matters. The Board has a questing d a t a from power companies.
paid staff of about 60 people, of whom Some of these agencies, such as the Buapproximately half are professional econ- reau of Internal Revenue, are required
omists, statisticians or research workers. by law t o collect certain reports and
The work that the Board can d o is lim- must continue to do so. For the others,
ited by the size of its staff and b y its ap- however, a consolidated report is planned,
propriation, which by present law may which will incorporate important existnot exceed $180,000 a n n ~ a l l y . ~
ing inquiries on a satisfactory basis and
T h e Central Statistical Board does n o t which will be centralized under the direccollect any statistics; in fact, it: has no tion of the Federal Power Commission.
authority t o do so. In the course of its T h e Board has also been active in t h e
regular work, however, much of t h e exist- field of industrial statistics and has been
ing statistical material available in t h e in constant contact with business firms
Government - both published and un- and with trade associations who are enpublished - come to its attention. For gaged in statistical work.
example, i t reviews plans for Federal
Gradually, through such activities as
statistical inquiries, both regular a n d these, the Central Statistical Board h a s
non-recurrent, such as Works Progress become familiar with established statisAdministration projects of a statistical tics in many fields -and particularly
with their idiosyncrasies. Some of this in'SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,
Vol 25, NO. 6, July-Aumnt. 1934.
formaLion is contained in memoranda in
'For a more complete descript~onof the work of the Central Statistical Board, see the First Annual Report of the
the
Board's files; even more is c o n ~ n ~ o n
Central Statlat~calBoard. available on resueat to Room
knowledge t o individual members of t h e
7028 Commerce Bulldmg. Waahinpton, D. C.
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staff and to statisticians in other Government statistical bureaus. At present it is
available for the operating purposes of
the Central Statistical Board, but much
of it is not in writing and almost none is
in a form in which it can be given general
circulation.
The Central Statistical Board already
has made a beginning on a statistical
"clearing house," largely for its own
benefit and that of other Government
agencies. As a first step, a directory of
statisticians in the Federal Government
was prepared. I t is now in its second edition and is available upon request. The
next step is to organize information on
statistics in use and in process in the
Government. This work is in a formative
stage. Erief descriptions of statistical
materials are being assembled gradually,
in the course of the Board's regular work.
Emphasis is being placed first on periodic
statistics, such as daily, weekly, monthly,
and annual series which measure industrial developments. Original data, the
relatives which are the components of
index numbers, and the index numbers
proper are being described. Information
on non-recurrent special studies is also
being recorded, covering, in particular,
those new studies which are growing out
of emergency programs. In some cases
other Federal agencies, in cooperation
with the Central Statistical Board, are
making descriptive lists of statistical materials on subjects of interest to them.
Experimental forms now in use by the
Board for these statistical descriptions
are letter-size pages, each of which gives
the subject, source, scope, place and time
of publication, duration of the series,
names of experts in the field, articles describing the data, critical comments, and
other descriptive material. These forms
will be arranged in loose-leaf binders by
subject and by collecting agencies.
The problem which directly concerns
the members of the Special Libraries As-
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sociation is that of making such information concerning United States Government statistics more readilv available to
persons outside the Government. This
has for some time been a matter of general concern to statisticians and economists, and particularly to the American
Statistical Association, the Social Science
Research Council, and the American
Council of Learned Societies. The organization through which this can be done
and the source of funds for its accomdishment on a broad scale both remain
in doubt. I t is also apparent that even
within the Special Libraries Association
there is no general agreement on the type
of information which is most urgently
needed, nor upon the form which it
should take.
There is general agreement that critical and detailed descriptions of all the
important statistics on a given subject
are desirable. This type of statistical
bulletin is illustrated by a bulletin on
copper statistics, prepared for the confidential use of the Bureau of Mines and
the members of the Central Statistical
Board. .It lists and describes all important data regarding production and shipments, stocks, etc., etc., in the industry,
compares the various series, gives their
history, and makes recommendations for
an improved statistical program. This
bulletin required considerable time for
preparation and the number of studies of
this type which the present staff of the
Central Statistical Board can undertake
is quite limited. The subjects which will
be covered by such bulletins are those
with which, for one reason or another,
the Central Statistical Board is concerned. The Board cannot print any of
this material with its present small printing appropriation, and the rotoprinted
editions now being prepared are too
limited for any general circulation.
The Board has also been experimenting
with something half-way between critical
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bulletins of this type and a simple list of
available statistics. This is in the form of
a concise but reasonably comprehensive
directory of selected statistics covering
an entire subject field, -e.g., procluction, employment, prices, trade and other
economic facts about an industry, for
example listing the most commonly
used sources, describing the most important periodic series, and giving a brief
critical summary of the representativeness and reliability of the figures. A summary of this kind gives more details than
a mere check-list of statistics, and could
be prepared from the loose-leaf sheets
which the Central Statistical Board has
been using. The first experiment - still
in draft form -is a directory of statistics of copper, lead and zinc. It has the
advantage of covering a larger number of
series than a critical bulletin of the essay
type and a t the same time answering
many questions about the nature and
usefulness of the whole field of statistics.
For those people who are familiar with
current economic statistics, much of this
material would already be well known, as
would most of the items in any simple
check-list. We find, however, that i t has
a great appeal to research workers and
special librarians in universities and colleges, where the obvious is of great value
to new students of a subject. This experiment has indicated that the preparation
of such a descriptive directory is also
very time-consuming, even when it is
condensed. To cover all Government statistics in this fashion would be a sizeable
undertaking and would require a large
staff of expert people, including bibliographers as well as research statisticians.
Because of the time and delay involved
in preparing bulletins or directories of
the kind just described, i t has been suggested by some of the members of this
Association that the loose-leaf forms describing statistics, now being developed
by the Central Statistical Board, might

-
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be duplicated for the use of special libraries and others outside the Government.
In time an accumulation of materials
would be built u p which would, in fact,
be a partial directory of statistics - although i t would fail to indicate what is
not available and would not avoid the
long and fruitless search for statistics
that do not exist. For this purpose, either
a comprehensive descriptive directory or
a check-list is necessary.
Some of the members of the Special
Libraries Association would like most of
all to have a simple but complete checklist of Government and other statistics,
similar to the British Guide to Official
Statistics. This would contain no critical
descriptive material, as a directory
would, but even so, it is an enormous
undertaking. There is now no agency in
Washington which is prepared to begin
it. The Library of Congress is not able to
do so. The Central Statistical Board cannot, because of its limited staff and limited printing funds, however desirable i t
might be. The Central Statistical Board
must proceed, subject by subject, at first
in several somewhat limited fields.
So far in this discussion no mention has
been made of a quarterly index of GOVernment statistics - the subject which
the Committee of the Special Libraries
Association initially raised with the Central Statistical Board. I t is the opinion of
several statisticians who have canvassed
the subject t h a t a quarterly index to statistics must be preceded by a series of
special subject directories or some other
reasonably comprehensive description of
available periodic statistics. A quarterly
index or journal keeping such a directory
up to date would then be very useful.
Still another statistical need reported
by the members of this association is for
advance descriptions of statistical studies projected by Federal departments
and agencies. Frequently, preliminary
results can be obtained, and much time
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saved for library clients. This is especially important in the case of non-recurrent special studies, like the various
CWA and WPA statistical projects. The
Central Statistical Board has assembled
a n index of this particular set of studies
with a brief description, for its own operating purposes, but there is now no good
way of disseminating such an index.
Some advance notice of projects under
way is given by the notes in the Journal
of the American Statistical Association.
This is issued only quarterly, however,
and its space is limited. It has been suggested that SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
carry a
section containing this material, to be
furnished by the Central Statistical
Board. The Board has also discussed a
Central Statistical Board journal, perhaps monthly, which would list by subjects the important revisions of statistics, new statistical studies, and forthcoming inquiries. So far, however, this is
merely a hope.
I t should be evident from this discussion that the Central Statistical Board,
now organized under its new charter, is
just beginning to consider the problem of
making Government statistics readily accessible to other Government agencies
and to the public. The Board wishes to
be of a s much service as possible outside
its immediate circle, within the limits of
its time and its budget. The members of
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the Special Libraries Association have
already made many valuable suggestions. They are all constant users of statistical material and in many cases know
the needs of the public better than any
central agency can. The members of this
Association can be of great service to the
Central Statistical Board if they will let
the Board know when there is a real demand for certain statistical information
which is not available or not published
in intelligible form. The Board will not
always be able to provide the information
requested - i t may require months and
years to do so. But in other cases the information may be already available, and,
through contact with the statistical agencies of the Federal Government, the
Board may be able to facilitate its release. With its present small staff, the
Central Statistical Board cannot answer
many outside inquiries. However, i t will
be happy to continue t o work with this
Association's Committee which might, in
turn, act as a clearing house for any requests for information which the members of the Association may wish to make.
Although it appears that this whole
matter must be canvassed more thor.
oughly before a major program crystallizes, the Board wishes t o assure the Association of its genuine interest in a better
guide to Government statistics and of its
willingness to assist in any way possible.

Technique of Library Searching'
By Carter Alexander, Library Profes~or
Teachers College, Columbia University

THE

questions submitted to a special
library vary widely in nature and
difficulty. They fall in three areas, - the
librarian's specialty, related subjects, or
fields far from her special competence.
From the first to the third of these areas,
1 B a a d on a lecture belorc the New Jersey Chapter of the
Special Librarlea A k a h o n . Newark. March 5, 1936.

the questions submitted to her decrease
in numbers but increase in difficulty.
Even in the first and second of these
areas, however, she will a t times be a t a
loss as to how to proceed to search for the
answer. If there is such a thing a s a
feasible technique of library searching,
she should be helped by it. Not only

'
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would it enable her to serve her clients quirer t o tell just how the question arose
more rapidly and satisfactorily, b u t i t or t o show her the document in which it
originated. Second, she may assure him
would lighten her own burdens.
This paper formulates such a library t h a t every reference librarian considers
searching technique which in the writer's the relation between an inquirer and a
experience and observation includes a t librarian to be as confidential as doctors
least six steps: (1) Finding out precisely and lawyers regard their relations with
what the question is; (2) deciding what clients.
2. Examine the question to see what
kind of library materials is most likely
to contain the answer; (3) deciding which clues to its answer it carri<s.
T h e question may have words indicatitems in a given kind of library materials
are most likely to have the answer; (4) ing cross references. If i t arose in a doculocating the chosen items; (5) searching ment, looking up the specific passage
in the chosen items in order of likelihood may give the librarian helpfuI clues on
until the answer is found or you a r e sure where to look for the answer.
T h e ty#e of question needs to be deterit cannot be found there; (6) if the answer
is not found, going back over the previous mined as early as possible because difsteps and taking the next most likely ferent types require different procedures
sources. A brief discussion of the ' ~ r o c e - for clearing up. The writer has analyzed
dure for carrying out each step, follows: lists of questions brought to librarians.
STEP I . Find out precisely what the H e finds these questions falling into a t
least seven distinct types. These seven
question really is.
Two general procedures, advisable for types have been found to include practically all the questions submitted t o t h e
clearing up all inquiries are:
1 . Find out what the inquirer intends to reference librarian and library consultants a t his institution, to himself, and t o
do with the answer to his question.
This procedure is highly important be- the Business Branch of the Newark
cause i t a t once indicates the type of Public Library. The seven types, with exquestion and some of the details t h a t amples and advisable procedures for
must be known about that type. Differ- clearing up each type, follow:
1. Fact Type. - "Give me a certain
ent types of questions require different
procedures for further sharpening of t h e fact or tell me where I can find it."
Five sub-types, requiring different
inquiries. This general procedure, however. a t times is hard to use and m a v have procedures, are:
a. Meaning Tyee of Fact. - "What is
to be followed very indirectly as t h e
inquirer may be suspicious and evasive. t h e meaning of some word or expression
For example, he may wish t o know if I have been unable to run down in a n
there is a research on a given topic b u t ordinary dictionary? "
Examples: Stet, gadget, boondoggling,
be extremely apprehensive about someone's stealing his subject. Or he may wish frame of reference, Narcissic complex,
t o patent something but fear t h a t his polarized subject, co-insurance.
Clearing Procedures: If the question
idea will be pirated. In either case he will
be very secretive about the exact nature does not already carry its clues, find o u t
exactly where the word or expression
of his auestion.
For working with a suspicious inquirer, occurred and, if possible, see the passage
the librarian has two good possible pro- in which it turned up. Thus of the excedures. First, she may clear u p the amples above, " co-insurance " already
question indirectly by asking the in- carries a clue, and "Narcissic complex"
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intimates psychology. The passage of
original occurrence would probably indicate that "stet" was a proof-reading
sign, "boondoggling " was very recent
slang, "frame of reference" was used in
the social studies, and "polarized subject" was an extremely recent term in
curriculum revision work.
b. Numerical or Statistical Type of
Fact.
Examples: What is the area of a certain
state? How many cubic feet does a ton of
anthracite coal occupy? What is the
latest reliable estimate of the population
of a certain borough? Which has more
people, London or New York? What was
theamount of so and so for a certain date
or during a given calendar year, e.g.,
teacher-training graduates securing positions, pounds of catgut manufactured, or
yards of cotton cloth imported from
Japan?
Clearing Procedures: What are the
exact characteristics of the statistics desired, -must they be governmental or
non-governmental, current or old, primary or derived, published or unpublished? Clearing u p such matters will
usually indicate which agency is most
likely to publish the figures sought.
Sometimes it is necessary to clarify some
term in the question, as in the inquiry
about the relative populations of London
and New York. No one can possibly
answer this question until he knows
whether city limits or metropolitan areas
are meant.
c. Historical Type of Fact.
Examples: Who did so and so? When
or where did such and such a thing
occur? Who was the first person to do
this? Why did thus and thus happen?
How? What were its effects?
Clearing Procedures: If the question is
not already as definite as the examples in
the preceding paragraph, every effort
should be made to render i t so. As to
effects, the inquirer should be cautioned
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that casual relationships are the hardest
of all things to establish. For instance,
since the year 1914, there has been endless debate as to what were the effects in
the Great War of many things done by
European nations before that date.
d. Exact Wording Ty@e of Fact.
Examples: What is the wording of the
old quotation about people flocking to
the best mousetrap builder even though
he lives in a trackless woods? Give a
quotation on relief workers not being
satisfied with their pay, humorous if possible. Just what did the President say
about the Supreme Court's N.R.A, decision? What is the text of a given law or
ordinance, e.g., requirements for voting
in a neighboring state, or the length of
time industrial records must be kept by a
business concern 7
Clearing Procedures: For the first
quotation query, secure the author's
name and any good keywords, if possible,
as quotation books index their entries by
author names and topics. For the humorous quotation, get the inquirer's idea
as clearly a s possible because of the keyword possibilities. The humor will have
to come from the librarian and we can
only hope that she will somehow get an
idea with a humorous slant. As to the
exact words of a man on a given occasion,
it is necessarv to know his name and the
date of utterance as nearly as this can be
given. With all questions regarding such
a statement, and legal wordings as well,
i t is necessary to know whether the bare
quotation or the quotation in its full
setting is desired. For legal provisions, it
is also well to know whether the stipulations or the exact words are really needed.
On the voting requirements item, the
seeker probably desires only the summary given in the "World Almanac." In
practically all exact wording inquiries,
the questioner wishes t o be assured on
reliability with precise citation to where
the full text may be read.
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e. Proper Name Type of Fad. - "Can
you tell me where to find something
which involves a proper name that I do
not know, am doubtful about, or am sure
I have incorrect?"
Examples: Who is the author of Such
and Such? Give me a list of all the books
by So and So. What is the name of the
recent book on Russia by some woman
labor writer, with some such title as
"Shifting Spheres"? Give the name and
address of the New York firm that breaks
down taxes on commodities from start to
consumption, bread for instance. Who
are the members of a certain committee
in a certain association? Give the name
and address of Susie Smith's summer
camp for girls. What is the telephone
number of Louis (really Lewis) Mumford? Who is Dorothy Canfield Fisher's
publisher? Who is the woman broadcasting as "Martha Dean "? What is the first
name of Desclos (really Declos)?
Clearing Procedures: Get the name in
full if possible, and ask how sure the inquirer is of the spelling. Also get as much
information as ~ossibleabout what is
wanted so that you may secure key
words, particularly names of business
firms or associations.
2. How T o Do Tyfie. - "Where can I
find out how to do a certain thing? "
Examples: Teach a child to enunciate
clearly, conduct a public forum, group
library books, trace a certain photographer, or write 10,000 in Roman numerals.
Clearing Procedures: Find o u t just
what the thing to be done is, then think
whether changes in methods of doing it
have been marked of late. T h e fifth
example concerns something t h a t we
have known how to do for over a thousand years, so that even an ancient book
would do for that. We have also known
how to do the first and third things for
many years, and old treatments would be
satisfactory. The second thing is so recent
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that we would need as up-to-date directions on it as possible. The fourth example is obviously not written up anywhere and will require the librarian's
"thinking cap."
3 . Trends Type. - "What are the
trends in such and such an activity?"
This often requires statistical facts and
the inquirer usually wishes predictions
for the future.
Examples: What are the tendencies in
college entrance requirements? How
much training are elementary teachers
likely to be required to have in the State
of So and So, in the next five years?
Clearing Procedures: How far back do
you need to go t o be sure of getting reliable trends? How much reliability must
the implied prediction about the future
have?
4. Sufiporting
Evidence Type.
"What evidence o r arguments can I find
to support something I wish supported?"
~ x a m ~ l Employing
e:
married women
teachers.
Clearing Procedures: Make plain that
this is a controversial issue and the real
question is: "Where can I find the arguments and evidence for and against this
issue?"
5. "All About" Type. - "Where can
I: find 'all about' so and so?"
Examples :Progressive education, training in honesty.
Clearing Procedures: The inquirer e l dom really wishes to know "all about"
the topic. His exact purpose can be
found by securing his answers to such
questions a s the following: Will a short
bird's-eye or overview treatment do? Is
a n exhaustive treatment desired? If so,
should i t be a single long one, or an extensive bibliography? Is the history or
evolution of the matter necessary? How
up-to-date does the treatment have to
be? Is a popular or a technical write-up
acceptable? As to reliability of treatment, will opinion do? Must researches

-
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and evidence be cited? Should the standing of the writer be established or certified ?
6 . Evatuution of Reference Type.
Examples: What is the best single reference on the Dalton Plan of instruction,
or Gestalt psychology? Which investment service should I subscribe to?
What is the credit rating of a certain person or corporation?
Clearing Procedures: Same as 5 preceding on extent, date, and language,
publisher for a single reference,with special emphasis on reliability. In some cases
the inquirer must be cautioned that the
librarian cannot take the responsibility
for advising a selection which will incur
enmity against the library.
7. Duplication of Previous Work Type.
- "Has this ever been worked out and
written up before?"
Examples: Library skills needed by a
specific kind of freshman, e.g., lawyer;
patent on a certain kind of invention or
process.
Clearing Procedures: This must be
narrowed as sharply as possible for most
things are sure to have been covered before in some measure, perhaps fully on
some phases. Then the inquirer needs to
be told that this type of searching is the
hardest about which to be sure. Certainty involves so much labor and accuracy that the librarian can seldom do
more than show the inquirer where to
run down the desired information. Patent attorneys, for instance, often charge
high fees for the long and arduous labor
required for searching to see if an idea has
been worked out in a patented invention.
Deciding the type of question is not covered by the preceding treatment because
eacll illustration given was listed under
its type. The librarian, however, will
have the question brought to her under
conditions where she must decide its
type. A few sample questions referred to
their proper types will help here:
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1. What are the most acceptable
forms of salutations for business letters?
By glancing through the type headings, the librarian can quickly identify
this as a How to Do Type of Fact question.
2. Where can I get a list of all the
items insurable with Lloyd's of London?
This is a Proper Name Type and the
answer must obviously be sought through
that name as a clue.
3. How valuable is the book, "America's Young Men "?
This is manifestly an Evaluation of
Reference Type.
4. What is the origin of the pupil report card?
This is clearly an Historical Type of
Fact.
5. Where can I get a brief inclusive
treatment of hygiene?
This is an "All About" Type of the
bird's-eye variety.
6. How does a teacher get a position
in Alaska, what qualifications must she
have, and what salary can she expect?
This falls in the "All About" Type of
Fact, necessitating for its answer full details on a highly specialized topic.
The procedures for dealing with these
six sample questions in the remaining
steps will be given under each step.
STEP11. Decide which kind of library
materials i s most likely to have the answer
to the inquiry.
An experienced library worker will offhand make this decision for all questions
similar to those frequently submittel to
her. For an unfamiliar question, glancing
through the following checklist of kinds
of library materials will greatly facilitate
her decision as to the kinds most likely
to have the answer to the question:
1. Books
a. Regular books
b. Reference books
(1) General
(a) Almanacs and general yearbooks
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typewriting exercises for commercial
students.
2. Since Lloyd's is commonly known
to be a very old company, information
about i t might be expected in an encyclopedia article which might be expected
to mention wme publication of the company. Of course if the librarian already
knew of this publication, she would go
directly to that.
3. The date of publication for "America's Young Men" must first be located
as the question obviously calls for locating book reviews in some library index
covering such reviews. By running backward through the Cumulative Book Index, from the title only, since the author
is unknown, we find the book appeared
in 1934. The hunt is troublesome until
we find that in this index, "America's "
(with the apostrophe) is entered after
I' American."
4. The pupil report card inquiry is
likely to be answered in the early part of
a chapter on such report cards in a
general book on school administration,
in an article on them in an educational
encyclopedia, or in a history of report
cards or a doctoral dissertation on them.
5. The hygiene item is likely to be
found in an encyclopedia or in a textbook
on general science which has a chapter
on hygiene.
6. The Alaska query is so detailed as
to necessitate in all probabilityexamination of the annual report of the state
superintendent of public instruction for
Alaska, a manual issued bv his certification department, or the instructions
The procedure in this step for handling issued by a teachers' agency which places
the six sample questions would be to teachers in numbers in Alaska schools.
glance over the list of library materials
STEP111. Deczde wh'ch items in a given
preceding until something like the follow- kind of library materials are most likely to
ing results were obtained:
have the answer, in order of likelihood.
An experienced librarian or user of the
1. The business letter forms would
likely be in high school composition texts, library will, of course, often decide on the
handbooks or manuals for business let- items within a given kind of librarv maters or commercial correspondence, or in terials from the knowledge accumulated

(b) Biographical lists
(c) Dictionaries
(d) Encyclopedias
(2) Specialized
(a) By limited field
1. Atlases
2. Biographical lists
3. Directories
(b) By subject
1. Cyclopedias
2. Dictionaries
3. Yearbooks
(3) Others without reference t o class, but
often in a special field
(a) Annual reports
(b) Anthologies
(c) Bulletins
(d) Commentaries
(e) Compendiums
(f) Concordances
(g) Conference reports
(h) Epitomes
(i) Handbooks
(j) Institut~onalcatalogs
(k) Manuals
(1) Pamphlets
(m)Phrase books
(n) Source books
(0) Syllabuses
(p) Tables
2. Periodical articles, including newspapers
3. Library tools and indexes
a. Abstracts
b. Book indexes
(1) Library card catalog
(2) U. S. Catalog
(3) Cumulative Book Index
(4) Publishers' Weekly
c. Periodical indexes
(1) Readers' Guide for popular treatments
of general subjects
(2) Specialized indexes for distinct fields,
as Education Index, Chemical Abstracts, Agricultural Index, Industrial
Art8 Index, and the like.
4. Government publications

-
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in her experience, or from consulting the
card catalog of the library. But i t is
impossible to remember all items so that
they can be immediately called to mind
when needed. Moreover, many questions
require items that are not easily secured
from the librarian's memory or the book
card catalog. For handling such questions, the following procedures will be
found helpful in the order given :
1. If any guide or handbook for the
particular field exists, use that guide.
For business, the most convenient is
Manley's "Business Information and
Its Sources." For education, the writer's text is best and i t is in fact the only
comprehensive guide in that field.' A
somewhat similar guide for psychology
is Louttit.'
2. If no such guide is known, use
Mudge or Headley,' which are really
guides to specialized or partially specialized guides. Mudge is the standard work
and Headley a popular and less comprehensive treatment, but rather better on
convenient relative valuations for the
items it does cover.
Mudge or Headley will be highly useful in following the next three procedures:
3. To locate books not found a t once
through your library catalog, consult the
proper library tools or indexes. Alexander, Mudge, and Headley, for example, all
describe how to secure bibliographic data
for all books published in this country,
through a combination of the United
States Catalog, Cumulative Book Index,
and Publishers' Weekly, either by author
or subject.
3 Mnnley. Marian C., Complier. Blrsircss Infmmalhand
Ils Sources. Newark. N . J :The Pubbc Library. 1931.32 p.
a Alexander. Cartcr. A w lo Locale Educarhul InfmmnIm and Dala: A Tert and Reference Book. New York:
Bureau of Publications. Teachers College. Columbia Unlvusity. 193.5. 272 p.
4 huttit. Chauncey M.Handbwh dPsycholagia1 Lilnalue. Bloomngton, Ind.: Prfnc!pla Pres, 1932. 273 p.
I Mudge, Isadore Gilbert. Cvrdc lo Rdermcc Bmks. 6th
ed. Chicaso: Amencan Library h i a t i o n . 1936. 504 p.
6 Headley. teal A Making lhc Marl of Bmh. Chicago:
Amerlcan LIbrary Assoclnt~on,1932. 342 p.
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4. To locate periodical articles, use
the proper indexes.
5. If necessary, find which library
tools and indexes are needed for a particular purpose, or the possibilities of a
certain index.
6. T o run down indexes to government
publications, use Wyer or Boyd8; if
you do not have these convenient indexes, use Mudge or Headley.
The procedure in dealing with the six
sample questions in this step would be
about a s follows:
1. The business letter forms would be
almost certain to be in any one of the
kinds of books given in Step I1 for this
example, so choice of book would depend solely on which was the easiest to
locate.
2. As Lloyd's i commonly known t o
beaLondon company, the "Encyclopedia
Britannica" is the most likely one. T h e
most recent edition would be preferable,
but again a s this is an old and well established company, an older edition might
still be serviceable in locating the company's publications if any.
3. Since this is a popular book, the
Book Review Digest would seem to be the
place to find reviews.
4. The choice on the pupil report card
item would run as listed in the previous step, Monroe's "Cyclopedia" being
likely t o be satisfactory, although i t is
twenty-five years old, since this is a n
historical item dealing with a much
earlier period.
5. The encyclopedia article would be
more easily found, but if the question is
for a course of study, the general science
book would be preferable. The main
trouble here is that a particular general
science book may not have a chapter or
section on hygiene.
6. The Alaska item would be likely t o
7 Wyer. Jarnee I. United Slafcr Goarrnmerrl Doenwmur.
Chlcago: American Library Aamuntlon. 1933. 56 p.
Boyd. Anne Morria. Unilrd Slalrs Cmer~menlPuhlical k . New York: The H.W. W l b n Company. 1931.329 p.
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be found in the order of items indicated
in the previous step.
STEP IV. Locate the chosen items.
This frequently necessitates the use of
indexes, reference books, or other special
librarv tools, each of which will have
directions for employing i t effectively.
However, locating the chosen items, even
with the help of the foregoing, will be
greatly expedited by organizing the
library aids available in the particular
library so as to answer questions quickly.
At Teachers College, for example, we
have developed three card files of this
nature which we could not now do without: (1) Bibliography of Bibliographies,
(2) Reference File, (3) Research Index.
The Bibliography of Bibliographies
includes all separately published bibliographies in education, as well a s other
bibliographies for topics not having such
separates. I t is made up by having staff
members take certain periodicals and
sources and be responsible for noting any
likely bibliographies therein. This card
file, running alphabetically by topics, is
available to anyone in the reference room.
The Reference File lists all the reference books by topics and authors, giving
the call number for use under the openshelf system, and also indicating whether
a given book is in the small selected
"Blue Star" collection, or on the general
shelves, according to catalog number.
The file also lists the books by special
titles. A user, librarian or anyone else,
can thus quickly find what books are
available on a given topic, what books of
a class, e.g., the "Who's Who" group, o r
where the "World Almanac" is. This file
is, of course, small and far more expdditious for reference work than is the
large library card catalog.
The Research Index has been set up
and developed by the writer. I t includes
most of the bibliographies of the Bibliography of Bibliographies dealing with
education and a great many more
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bibliographies. I t also has many notes on
sources, hints to be followed up, announcements of forthcoming publications, and the like. Arranged by topics
alphabetically, it has such convenient
subheadings as Bird's-eye Treatments,
Criticism, Current Practice, History of
the Matter, Publications, and Statistics.
While i t does not answer many questions
at once, this Research Index almost invariably gives clues which, if followed up,
will bring the answer on any of the
t o ~ i c slisted. Since the function of this
index is to train students in educational
research, no effort is made t o make it a s
quickly serviceable as a similar card file
for the use of a reference librarian would
need t o be.
For important questions likely to
recur and demanding intricate searching
procedures which the writer is liable t o
forget, he finds i t advisable to file and
index the answers. When the questions
recur, it is then easy to find the answers
previously given.
I n the writer's judgment, most librarians of special libraries would be greatly
helped by two devices. The first is a
guide t o the literature of the special
field. if none now exists. T h e writer
has had some twenty such guides prepared for various phases of education and
has now under way one on government
publications of interest to health workers,
and one on the teaching of literature.
Full directions for making such a guide
are given in the pertinent chapter in his
text. Such a guide for the special field
would save any special libraries worker
hundreds of hours of work and make the
library many times more efficient and
prompt. The second device is some kind
of searching sheet for conducing searches
in the special field. The writer's "Library Exercises" are such sheets.
1 Alerander, Carter. Alcrnndn Library Exncites; for use
with the author's "How to Laate Educat~onalInformation
and Data." New York Bureau of Publlcatlona. Tcachn
Collepe, Columbia Unlverarty, 193s. 101 9.
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STEPV. Search in the chosen items in
order of likelihood until the answer is
found or you are sure it cannot be found
there.
his search in books and similar materials will, of course, be largely conducted by using the tables of contents,
lists of statistical tables, and indexes.
T h e writer h a s many instances of students reporting that they cannot find the
answers in books which presumably must
contain such answers. Almost invariably
these failures are due to two things. The
searchers have not looked under the
right headings or index entries, or they
have not taken pains to learn the organization of the particular reference book
consulted. T h e remedy for the latter
difficulty is obvious. That for the former
trouble is to think of the most important
likely index entries before consulting the
index. Similar failures with periodical articles are usually due to careless reading.
No special comment on the procedures
for this step is needed on the six sample
items, except for the one about Lloyd's
and the one about the value of the book.
Examination of the "Encyclopedia Britannica" article on Lloyd's "Register of
Shipping" indicates that this is likely to
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be the publication sought. Since the book
for which a valuation is sought appeared
in 1934, the most convenient cumulations of the Book Review Dig@ beginning
with that year are indicated.
STEPVI. If the answer i s not found by
the foregoing, go back over the previous
steps and take next most likely sources.
This may require a new start on the
problem or i t may simply necessitate beginning again a t Step I1 or Step 111. A
restatement of the question may provide
the missing clue or a reexamination of the
many possible sources may suggest other
and more likely ones.
If retracing the steps proves futile
after two or three attempts, it is probably
unprofitable to continue the search yourself. In this event, the best procedure
is to 'phone or write some other librarian
whose different viewpoint or wider information and experience may bring the
desired result. If there is time, correspondence with the proper librarian or
expert in the field is almost certain to
secure the answer. To find the name of
such librarian or expert, use the right
directories and membership lists of
associations, or the authors of the best
articles and books on the topic.

Just What Is "Training for Special
Library Work?"
By Margaret G. Smith
Chairman Committee on Training and Recruiting

question in special library
AMOOT
circles has been, "Just what is the

public library experience. Library school
graduates and library school faculties
best training for special library work?" advocate the formal courses. Many others
Some make ardent claims for technical have found that a good sound collegiate
training in chemistry, biology or other foundation, added to common sense, good
fields, when preparation for such libraries judgment and ability t o profit by inforare considered. On the other hand, many mation in print, does much t o make the
public library veterans, now in special library task a comparatively simple one.
libraries, have a strong bias in favor of Still more have found the business ap-
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proach, through secretarial or filing positions extremely valuable, especially if
t o this experience is allied a knowledge
of languages and a college foundation.
Since there are almost a s many approaches to special library work a s there
are special librarians, what is the present
situation, and where should we go from
here? What might be the one, or two,
or three best types of preparation for our
work? Articles have been written, hours
have been spent in discussion of these
problems. Just what stand should S. L. A.
take?
T h e recently appointed Committee on
Training and Recruiting feels t h a t a
fundamental step is an intensive study
of present conditions. Until this has
been made and the situation understood,
how can a wise and considered answer t o
the problem be formulated?
Several angles must be studied. Perhaps the first step should be t o take stock
and discover just what is the preparation
of successful special librarians for their
work and what recommendations for
preparation are made by these librarians.
The Committee plans to study this phase
during the fall and asks for the close cooperation of chapter presidents a n d members. Just how t h a t cooperation will be
sought is still uncertain, but t h a t i t is
greatly needed is recognized now.
Another phase of the problem is the
need for consideration of present formal
methods of training now available for the
special librarian. What schools offer
courses? How well adapted is their material t o the problem a t hand? What recommendations might be made? A third
feature for study is the development of
informal methods for supplying deficiencies in formal training. Methods
committees in some chapters, training
courses in others, have worked along
these lines. How fundamentally successful are these projects? Through t h e cooperation of Chapter officers adequate
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d a t a may be furnished on which to base
recommendations for meeting this problem.
Another aspect of our problem t h a t
needs serious consideration is t h a t of
adding to our personnel. What is the best
step for approach to the moving educational procession? Should special library
work be considered by the college senior
or by the college freshman? What recommendations might be made for beneficial
courses?
These are some of the questions that
are before t h e Special Libraries Association in any consideration of adequate
training for its personnel. What are
special libraries? Do we need the same
preparation for a small library as for the
large special library with a big staff?
How can we meet the demands of the intelligent business man who wishes t o
develop a n information coiirdinator in
his office but whose funds and whose
needs d o not permit too great an expenditure? Are we going to lose the chance to
develop use of information by stressing
some phase to the exclusion of others,
or are we going to realize that different
conditions require different preparation?
T h e Committee on Training and Recruiting goes into the study of the subject
with no set pre-conceptions. I t hopes t o
provide a "fair field and no favor" for
intensive investigation and discussion of
our problems. The one thing t h a t is
urgently needed is the sincere and wholehearted cooperation of all members of the
Association in discovering the actual
conditions that exist, and in analyzing
the problems so as to discover what
features have made for a satisfactory
solution. More of this will be heard by
the Association, both through the colLIBRARIES
and in conumns of SPECIAL
tacts with chapter officials and in direct
contact with the members. Again we
bespeak for the Committee this careful
consideration of our common problem.
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President's Page

THE

first thing I did on receiving the
proceedings number of SPECIALLIBRARIES was to read the committee reports and compare and differentiate in
my own mind the various objectives.
Approaching the Association through
its committees gives one a different slant
from that received through the chapters
and groups. As we all know, our membership is divided into chapters according to
geographical location. Chapter officers
consider plans and develop projects
t h a t stimulate the members in a particular city or surrounding region. Again we
are divided into groups according to the
subjects our libraries cover. Group
officers serve and direct one branch of
the membership, widely scattered but
having strong common interests.
National committees, on the other
hand, are usually concerned with some
specific problem which directly applies
to the welfare of all the members, regardless of location or kind of library.
The work of certain committees is
continuous from year to year, and some
advantage is gained from carrying i t on
with about t h e same personnel and without very radical changes in procedure.
Examples are the Classification Committee, which collects and advises on
~Iassifications;the Duplicate Exchange
Committee, which moves discarded books
into libraries where they will be useful;
and the Membership Committee, which
strives for the increase of our ranks.
Another type of committee confines
its activities to one period of time
absolutely and is succeeded by a new
committee doing a similarly complete
job in theensuing period. Such is the Convention Committee, which plans ahead,
labors very intensively for some months,
and upon the completion of its duties
passes out of existence, to be followed
b y an entirely new body the next year.

Still a third variety is created for a
special object. In one, two or three years
i t reaches its objectives and either
establishes another permanent activity
for the Association or disbands, the need
for i t having passed. One example is the
Committee on Constitutional Revision
which labored valiantly and completed
in a year the work which i t set out to do.
Another is our newest Committee on
Indexes to Source*of Statistical Information. This group of people is breaking
new ground.
A leading impression which I gained
from reading these reports was the ability of the respective chairmen t o put their
fingers on the essential and vital objectives for which they were striving. For
instance, the Membership chairman,
discounting the glory of reporting a large
number of new people, says, "We have
laid quite as much emphasis in this year's
work on full payment of dues a s on new
members, believing this phase of the
work to be fully as important for the
welfare of S. L. A."
Again, the Auditing Committee recommended the simplification of our accounts, the setting them up on a more
logical and understandable basis, the
separation of the publication funds from
the general moneys and the start of a
reserve fund. All these points we recognized afterwards as desirable, but they
would hardly have been put into effect
had not a competent committee given
intensive consideration t o the problem.
Particular problems and specific studies can best be handled by committees
appointed for that definite purpose. If
any of you are asked to serve on national
committees - and many of you will be
-consider i t one of the most important
ways in which you can serve the Association.
HOWARD
L. STEBBINS.
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Over the Editor's Desk

THE

big event of the year, the convention, with the resulting proceedings issue of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,
is off the
calendar. Ncw i t is possible to experiment with different ways of handling our
news as, in 1935, we experimented with
the typography of the magazine. This
year we are trying new departures in
content. The magazine is intended solely
t o fill the needs and desires of the Special
Libraries Association. Perhaps certain
changes may give the members greater
freedom of expression and increased opportunities for cooperation.
Our readers' opinions. During the
past year the Library Journal has run a
page of letters from readers. Many of
these have been particularly interesting.
Because this seemed an opening for individual comment that has heretofore been
lacking in the columns of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,we are emulating our older sister and starting with this issue a page of
such letters. These letters may be on
Association policies, on general activities,
on group and committee activities, on
allied projects that have come to the attention of members, on unusual publications, on notes of market research or
museum matters. News or comment t h a t
would be of interest will find a welcome in
these columns. Each member of S. L. A.
is asked to feel herself a joint editor in
this capacity, and is urged t o remember
that the Association can only progress a s
we each cooperate in passing on t o other
members news that may be helpful.
Covering the news. "Snips & Snipes"
left us, to our regret, with the column in
the May-June issue, a swan song. No
successor has volunteered t o take t h a t
place, so various ways of treating the
news will be followed. That each member
may share in the interests, problems and
pleasures of the rest, remember t o send
to Headquarters or the Editor, notes of
1 5

activities in the special library field,
changes in position, personal items, notes
of group and chapter doings.
Library methods. Mrs. Lucille L. Keck,
librarian of the Joint Reference Library
in Chicago, gave a course on fugitive
materials a t the University of Chicago
during the summer, and prepared a fine
supplementary bibliography of 72 entries. T h e course covered sources, acquisition and organization of such ephemeral materials as pamphlets, documents,
reprints -all that miscellaneous current material that is such a vital part of
the active library.
An announcement that has direct relation to the article by the Chairman on
Training and Recruiting is that the report of the Training Project carried on
by the New Jersey Chapter is now available for other Chapters. This report can
be obtained by writing the Secretary of
the New Jersey Chapter, Education
Committee, a t the Business Branch,
Newark Public Library, 34 Commerce
Street, Newark. The report is in twenty
pages and gives a history of the course, a
summary of the ten lectures, an analysis
of the comments on the lectures b y the
members of the class, tables showing the
education and training of the class members, a bibliography of supplementary
reading and examples of the forms used
in publicity. The price is fifty cents.
A. L. A . and S. L. A . Three of the most
important items to special librarians in
the 1936 A . L. A . Proceedings are Rose
Vormelker's Bibliography on "Sources
of Investment Information," Jerome K.
Wilcox's paper on "Sources of Information About New Government Activities "
with its list of references, and Hollis W.
Hering's list of forty religious books.
Rose Vormelker's paper, of which this
bibliography is a supplement, appeared
in the July A. L. A . Bulletin. Louise Ber-
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caw, of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics Library, has a practical article,on
Bibliography Methodology. Leon Carnovsky, of the Graduate Library School
of the University of Chicago, writes entertainingly and thought-provokingly on
"The Worst Periodical Usually Found in
Library Reading Rooms" and Stringfellow Barr spoke delightfully on the
newspaper and the magazine most useful
on a desert island. The special librarians
who were unable to attend the symposium on " Microphotography " will wish
t o read the condensed papers in the
A. L. A. Proceedings. Herbert 0. Brigham, Dorsey W. Hyde and Ione Ely
Dority all contributed to the session of
the Public Documents Committee where
Angus Fletcher described the New
Guide to British Official Serial Publications that has been published by the
British Library of Information.
Here and there. Mildred Burke's photograph appeared on the cover of "The
Trib" for April 1936 while she was instructing the University of Illinois students in the working of the Tribune Library. . . "The File" for May 1936
has a n excellent article on "The Function
of a Special Library in a Business Organization" by Mrs. Gertrude W. Maxwell,
librarian of the Electric Storage Battery
Company. (Mrs. Maxwell is now Mrs.
William Gordon Harrison of Richmond.)
. . Hazel Ohman is bubbling over with
excitement, because in her avocation of
literary agent she has been successful in
bringing a new author to the attention
of the English and American intelligentsia.
Special librarians who enjoy what Paul
Gaugain has to say of his father in the
Borzoi book just off the press will need
t o remember that they owe their enjoyment to Hazel's sound suggestions. .
An unusual development for an erstwhile
special librarian is Laura V. Schnarendorf's success in photography. With
Margaret Bourke White as an example

.

.

. .

Laura will go far judging from the success of her first efforts. . . . Angus
Fletcher has added to the interests of an
already full program by giving three lectures on Mary, Queen of Scots, Bonnie
Prince Charlie and James. the Sixth of
Scotland in the Guildhall a t East Hampton. . . There are rumors that the
Cleveland Chapter is promoting another
tri-state meeting in October. Last year's
success evidently stirred them to even
greater activities. Anyone who is expecting to be footloose in October should
make a note of the possibilities furnished
by Cleveland. And if the program is as
interesting as that of the joint meeting of
the California Chapters in May it will
be well worth while. . . . M. Dorothy
Howard formerly in New York with
Standard Statistics and later with the
California Taxpayers Association in
Los Angeles, has moved to Berkeley.
Alberta E. Fish has succeeded her as
librarian of the California Taxpayers
Association.
. Dr. Philip M. Hamer
has been appointed Librarian of The
National Archives. Dr. Hamer has been
National Director of the Survey of Federal Archives and formerly was head of
the graduate school of the University of
Tennessee, as well as professor of history
there. . . Mortimer H. Davenport has
resigned as librarian of the U. S. Northeastern Penitentiary to become Librarian
of the Museum for the Arts of Decora. Ethelyn R.
tion, Cooper Union.
Jackson has succeeded Elizabeth A.
Burchfield as librarian of Massachusetts
Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Marriages are made in - S. L. A . Mrs.
Buffum of the Russell Sage College in
Troy, N. Y., is now Mrs. Brown.
Phillips Temple of the Enoch Pratt Free
Library, and Ruth Streaker, a fellow
worker in the Department of Business &
Economics, have been married. . Avis
C. Overton of the Milwaukee Chapter is
Mrs. Ray Tetzlaff, and has resigned as

.
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secretary. . . All sorts of good wishes
t o our Membership Chairman, Maude
Martin, for her marriage t o Hermann
Stockwell.
. Ruth Chilcutt of the
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan, is married, her successor being
Rachel MacDonald. .
Mrs. Rachel
Betts of Guyot Library, Princeton, resigned June 1st to marry Professor A. K.
Snelgrove. . . . Flora Hines, librarian,
Home Life Insurance has become Mrs.
Myers. . . . Caroline Stabler, a t the
Brooklyn Museum, is now Mrs. Elliott.
. . Miss Margaret Cochrane, former
librarian of the Chase National Bank,
resigned to be married and was succeeded
by Miss Roberta Heriott.
Vacations. Vacations are t h e talk of the

..

..

.
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moment. Ruth Savord has returned from
her cruise to the Baltic Sea. . . Adelaide Hasse has had a trip abroad. .
Granville Meixell is in England.
Some vacations less far afield are Jolan
Fertig and Alma Mitchill on Cape Cod,
the Pettit family, fishing and camping in
Michigan, Mary McLean climbing mountains in the Adirondacks. Laura Woodward retiring from Baltimore for a pleasant stay in Florida, and S. L. A.'s President, making a short coast-wise trip.
Headquarters. E. L.C. finds one serious
gap in its equipment. A Dictaphone or
an Ediphone outfit would be greatly appreciated. Hasn't some S. L. A. member
such a machine t h a t it would like to pass
on in order to expedite work?

.

. .
...

Letters to the Editor
Snips and Snipes

T

0 THOSE of us who have eagerly read
Snips and Snipes during t h e past years it
has come somewhat as a blow to hear that their
author is unable to continue this feature. Do you
think that a little "fan" mail would have any
effect in altering this decision? I am sure that
there are many of us who would gladly write any
number of letters and telegrams if we thought
that i t would do any good.

ADELAIDE
C. KIGHT.
Are Return Engagements Wise?

A

LLOW me space in SPECIALLIBRARIES
to air
m y view on what I consider a vital subject.
The opinions are my own, and in no way reflect
the viewe of the Newspaper Group.
With the selection of New York City as the site
of our next S. L. A, convention, the thought occurs that the committee charged with this vital
job should see t o it that a return engagement is
not played in the same place too often.
True, the committee was guided by some
thing-a-ma-gig in the constitution, that makes ~t
mandatory t o meet with or near the A. L. A. in
some years.
Yet let us look at some of the facts. We do not
elect delegates to represent our various groups.
For the most part they are volunteers, who either
use their vacation and pay theu own expenses or
the firm they represent pays t h e way.

If a firm foots the bill, that firm rightly expects
its employee to keep eyes and cars open, so that
they will be better able to serve them. A firm will
not long pay for something it may regard as a
junket.
The Newspaper Group must sell the convention
to their hard headed Managing Ed~tor.Just how
many will be able t o convince the M. E.of the
necessity of coming to New York? And ~f the
Newspaper people have hard headed M.E.'s some
of the other groups may have a tougher head in a
business executive.
Montreal was termed the best ever by the
Newspaper Group, yet how many would be able
to go back?
Let's pick out the convention city w ~ t hthe utmost care, if necessary let's meet every pear with
the A. L. A , but let's not play a return engagement.

MATTHEW
REDDING.

Science-Technology Group, Attention!

FIRST, I

take this opportunity to welcome the
members of the Science-Technology Group
for the year 1936-37, and hope that a happy and
profitable year is ahead of all of us. A criticism
of the work of the Special Libraries Association
that has come to my attent~onis that it is too
general, and so not vital enough to members with
many diverse interests One of our main reasons
for forming groups and committees within groups
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is to make serious work, by members interested
in the same subjects, possible. What are the subjects then that the members of this group wish
developed during the coming year? Shall it be
methods, like subject headmgs or cataloging,
would the description of the work done by various
libraries be of interest, or would the compdat~on
of book lists, such a s those found to be of value
during the past year, be attempted? A post card
addressed to t h e Editor or Chairman containing
suggestions will be most welcome.
MARTHA
E. FOULK,Charrman.

So Much Is Doing!
of the projects reported on a t the
SOME
are so constructive and
Montreal
convention

so manifold in their possibilities that I wish we
might have more concrete information from the
committees a t work. For example, we have some
inkling of the amount of work going into the
Business Information Study Committee. (I had
more after just glancing a t Marian Manley's
various piles of correspondence and reports!) But
do we have any idea of the specific information
that is included in regard to library coverage in
special fields? to the adequacy of available and
competent personnel? to the integral relationships between business and organized information
services? Would it be possible, from this wealth
of information in the committee's files, t o create
a master file which would answer specific questions in regard t o the needs for additional resources and trained personnel? Could such a file
tie in with the work of the Employment committee? Can it give information in regard t o the
qualit~esin special librarianship most highly
prized by the business executwe? There are
doubtless other by-products of this rather breathperhaps of greater concrete imtaking survey
portance than these. I'm just suggesting that we
need t o integrate and coijrdinate the findings of
our various working committees.
T h e committees at work on subject headings

-
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are doing a - well, colossal is hardly too big a
word -job! These projects are of value not only
to special librarians but to public and university
librarians. Couldn't the members of the Association have a "look-in" on the progress being made
by having a brief statement in regard t o the
problems involved, the results hoped for and
perhaps a sample page or half-page of tentative
headings, including some of the ticklish ones
involving cross-references, etc. ? I am looking forward eagerly t o the time when these headings
become available, partly because it is another
potential service t o the business executive who
wishes t o establish a research department. We
have had six or eight calls this year for help in
that direction from Important business firms.
It would be nice to have in convenient form a
list of the various projects under way -especially those which offer concrete help in meeting
everyday demands.
Prospects for a conference in regard to available material for indexes to sources of statistical
information, t o be held in Washington this fall,
are bright. Miss Joy, of the Central Statistical
Board will cdperate by making available for
examination pertinent files in her office. The
Committee on Statistical Indexes hopes to be
able to mark out definite lines of action a t that
time.
The Committee has had the opportunity of
examining the unique index to sources of statistical information in commercial journals which
Dorothy Bemis of the Wharton School Library
and her staff have initiated. This index gives
basic information as to frequency, coverage and
sources, arranged by subjects, for series appearing
in busineas magazines. The date of making the
investigation of each magazine is also included.
Miss Bemis and Miss Bronk gave generously of
their time in explaining the problems involved in
the making of the index (which is not yet complete) and in consideration of the poasibilitiea for
publication in some form.
MARIAC. BRACE.

Publications of Special Interest
Adams, J. T. Living Jefferson. Scribner,
N. Y.1936. 403 p. $3.00.
A taok for anyone who wishes to interpret present

conditions from a clearer understanding of the past.
Clear characterization of Revolutionary leaders and concentration on t h e ~ rg u ~ d ~ nprinciples
g
gives the vital
factors in the countrl's development.

Allen. J. E. Newspaper make-up. Harper,
N. Y. 1936. 483 p. $4.00.
Clear, well ~llustratedand satisfying discussion. Clves

enough history and notes on makeup restrictions to make
the reader "~ntellrgent" in considering type prohlems.
Glossary of technical terms.

American-Russian Chamber o f Commerce
Handbook o f the Soviet Union. John
Day, N . Y. 1936. 562 p. $3.00.
The authoritative enurce book on current economic and
social data and statistics for Sovict Russia. Concise and
well arranged Append~x includes stat~stloal summary,
long bibliography chronologically arranged, chronology of
events November 1917 to October 1935.
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Andrews, J . B. Administrative Jabor Iegislrtion. Harper, N . Y . 1936. 231 p. $2.50.
This study of the delegation of legislative powers with
particular relation to safety and labor regulation presents
i n clear and comprehensive fashion, the extent o f development. Just how important a part this delegation of
power to administrative bodies plays in industry, and
the extent of this growth In the several states is clearly
shown, An important book in any extensive study of labor.

Angell, R. C. T h e family encounters t h e depression. Scribners. N. Y . 1936. 309 p.
$1.50.
A description of the effect of changed conditions on
some fifty families of varying c1rcumstance8. T h e study
had as a minor objective the application of theory and
method of social rerearcb. No bibliography and few footnotes but much human interest behind the bare case
studies.

Breck, F . E. Jobs for the perplexed. Crowell, N . Y . 1936. 158 p. $1.00.
Another of the many books with suggestions f o r oddrand-ends jobs. Readable and reasonably suggestive. H a s
chapter on the use of the library

~

~rrvin. public
~
utility
~ regulation
i
and
~
sljdiog scale. Columbia
Univ. Press, N.Y. 1936.174 p. $2.75.

The question of public utility rates giving low costs
to consumers and a fair return to stockholders is one of
pressing public interest so that a dianassionate, welldocumented condderation of a special ~ h a s eis of marked
usefulness. Many statistics and tables. Bibliography included.

Cleghorn, S . U . Threescore. Harrison Smith
& Robert Haas, N . Y . 1936.310 p. $3.00.
The tender, moving, yet stirring record of a l i f e spent
in perfect home surroundmgs, and moving into circles of
creative spiritual and mental experiences. The intimate
friendship of Dorothy Canfield Fisher, the v i v ~ d .stimulating contacts in the early Brookwood and Manumit
days, the unccasing effort for social justice, all a r e part
of a satisfying record of growth in these sixty years.

Cranston, Claudia. Sky gypsy. Lippincott,
Philadelphia. 1936. 325 p. $2.50.
Anyone seeking a breath-taking, and different vacation
can follow the trail of the sky gypsy and see t h e beauties
of South America from the air. Reading her travelogue
will inspire even the timid to follow her. What a way to
realize the vast and fascinating country "bclow the
eouator."

Davies, W a l f o r d .Pursuit of music. Nelson,
N. Y. 1936.432 p. $2.50.
An intellectual work by a teacher of musical apprecirtion, written for the serious listener, but presupposing
considerable musical knowledge and therefore especially
interesting to the musician. It presents, sometimes dmply, often through strained analogies, the Inherent meanings and structure of music. Mr. Davies' interpretation
of music as related to aesthetics is worth reading. It i s
fully illustrated with practical and legible examples

Farnham, Dwight. Place in the country.
Bunk & Wagnalls, N . Y . 1936.274 p. $2.50.
Many of those who have enjoyed the pains a n d pleas-
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urcs of renovatmg a d~lapidatedplace in the country w ~ l l
find this bmk one of the most enjoyable of a pleasant
species While many pract~calpaints arc touchcd upon.
the book is chiefly successful in the pleasure it can recreate. An excellent remembrance for valiant house hunters.

Funk, C. E. What's the name, please? Funk
% Wagnalls, N . Y . 1936. 176 p. $1.00.
A diverting and useful handbook to pronounciation of
namca seen in the day's news. Well arranged and easily
understood Not without value as a biographical diction.
a r y of the current near-great.

Gibbs, Philip, ed. L i f e and times o f Xing
George V . Lippincott, Philadelphia. 1936.
544 p. $2.75.
A hastllythrown together, poorly printed book, made
to give a chronological, unevaluated record of the reign
of George V. Many halftones, rather poorly reproduced.
Helpful for those who need the straight newspaper record
of these years as they affected England's reigning house.

Gilbert, Mort and E. A. L i f e Insurance: a
legalized racket. Marlowe Pub. Co., Philadelphia. 1936. 205 p. $2.50.
While
~ this laok, raises some good questions in connec-

tion with revising the mortality table, and developing
a n ~ntdligentatt~tudetoward rewriting Insurance, the
authors show, on the whole, too slight a knowledge of
rnvestment factors, thus accounting for them overstatement of flaws and understatement of values. I n spite of
this weakness, life insurance compatues can derive much
profit from constructive study of its pages.

Herring, E. P . Public administration and
the public interest. McGraw, N . Y . 1936.
416 p. $3.75.
This study "analyzes the relations between pressure
groups and officials" and fairly and effectively presents
the problems rnvolved in government adnlin~strationa s i t
affects the public interest. Well written, comprehens~ve;
many footnotes. Chapters headed by delightfully appro.
priate quotations from "Alice." Excellent description of
the methods of publicizing adniinistrative activities.

Hicks, Granville. john Reed. Macmillan,
N. Y. 1936. 445 p. $3.50.
A vivid biography of the knight errant whose life
touchcd circles in Oregon, Harvard. Bol~emian h'ew
York, insurgent Mexico and in the development of the
Russian Soviet. Colorful background for current history
a s well as stirrlng reports of radical movcnicnte. Exten.
awe bhliography.

Keppel, F . P. Philanthropy and learning.
Columbia Univ. Press, N. Y . 1936. 175 p.
$1.75.
Short addresses by the president of the Carnegie Corporation. Refresh~ngand stimulating consideration of
social and educational problems. His fomrnents on library
school regulations in "The Work of the Collegiate Registrar" are distinctly interesting.

Lane, M . L. Selling the interview. Roughnotes Co., Indianapolis. 1936. 80 p. $1.00.
A snappy little book full of insurance s e l l ~ n gaugsestions of varying appeal, but all interesting. A practical
help for the novice. Not indexed.
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Leigh, R. D. Group leadership. Norton,
N. Y. 1936. 259 p. $2.50.
A tool of primary importance in the constructwe leadership of any group. Parliamentary procedure is clarified
through its logical application and a n undcrly~ngphlloso.
phy indicated. Should be a firsthand tml for S. L. A.

Perrine, Van Dearing. Let the chlld draw.
Stokes, N. Y. 1936. 88 p. $2.00.
A record of a n artlst'a expriencc in a constructwe re.
lation to children's development through drawing Clear
and interesting i n style Many plater illustrate polnts
under d~scuasion.No indcx.

Simmons, Harry. H o w to make more sales.
Harper, N. Y. 1936. 156 p. $2.00.
Succint, p~thy,readable Useful where baoks on selling
are in demand. Much of the content reprinted from
Printers Ink publications. No index, but descriptive table
of contents.

Smith, T. V. Promise of American politics.
Univ. of Chicago Press, Chicago. 1936.
290 p. $2.50.
A well considered, philosoph~cal approach to the discussion of American politics hy a member of the faculty
of the University of Chlcago, who is also sn active State
Senator in Illinois. Reflects a sound and lheral mlnd.

Speicher, Paul. Truth about h f e insurance.
R & R Publications, Indianapolis. 1936.
139 p. $1.75.
A sincere book b j a n enthusiastic worker in the cause
of life insurance who has not a sufficiently detached
point of vlew ic do entire lustice to elther the merits or
the flaws in the case. Interest~nghowever, and an appropriate addition to general buslncss Ilbrary. Not indexed.
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Ray Giles on "Your Money and Your Life Inruranec" 11
more succersful in giving the consumer point of view.

T h e Special L i b r a r y

in Business

(S. L. A . 1936. 16 p. 50j)

THIS

pamphlet is an excellent summary to
answer the questions of the what, why, and
how of the operation of the special library in a
busineas firm. It should be required reading for
every executive who authorizes library appropriations and no leas for every executive who is a
potential user of a company library. It is clear,
forceful and persuasive and can therefore be a
potent propaganda weapon for special libraries.
From this reviewer's peculiar angle, the d i e
cuasion seems to undervalue the use of books as
against other sources of information. And the
advice given leaves one wondering whether libraries themselves have mastered the technique
of quickly squeezing the juice from new books.
Inevitably the informational part of booka gets
out of date; but most books which deserve purchase are, because they are books, primarily concerned with principles and methods of more
permanent value and they thus have a place
in the business library of distinctive importance.
This document is particularly significant in
that it gets forth an ideal for the librarian himself
in point of capacity, grasp and imagination which
should help to set a new standard for training and
craftsmanship in busineas library work.
ORDWAY
TEAD.

Special Libraries Association
Constitution and By-Laws
(As amended to and including June 19, 1936)

Constitution
Article I
h7ame and Object

SECTION
1. Name: The name of this Association shall be Special Libraries Association.
SECTION
2. Object: The object of this Association shall be to encourage and promote the
collection, organization, and dissemination of
information, t o develop the usefulness and
efficiency of special libraries and other research
organizations, and t o encourage the professional welfare of its mcmbcrs.

Article I1
AfcnlbersRip
SECTION
1. Classes: There shall be five

classes of national membership: Active, Associate, Institutional, Honorary, and Life.
SECTION
2. Active: Active members shall be
engaged in,orinterestedin library, statistical or
research work. They shall be entitled to receive
the journal free, to affiliate with not more than
five Groups, t o affiliate with the Chapter of
their choice, and to vote a t all meetings of the
Association.
SECTION
3. Associate: Associate members
shall be engaged in, or interested in library,
statistical or research work. They shall be entitled to receive free such bulletin as the Executive Board may authorize, to affiliate with
not more than three Groups, to affiliate with
the Chapter of their choice, and t o vote a t all
meetings of the Association.
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SECTION4. Institutional: Institutional members shall be individuals, libraries, firms or
other organizations maintaining a library,
statistical or research department, or interested
in library work. In addition to all privileges of
Active membership, an Institutional member
shall be entitled to affiliate with as many
Groups as it may desire, and to receive all
publications of the Association free during the
term of its membership, except those that the
Executive Board may designate a s selfsustaining.
SECTION5. Honorary: Honorary membership
may be conferred upon any person who has
shown distinguished merit in the special library
field, and whom the Association desires to
honor. Nominations may be proposed by the
Executive Board a t any annual meeting of the
Association. Honorary members shall enjoy all
the rights and privileges of Active members
except the power of voting.
6. Life. Any person, upon the paySECTION
ment of one hundred dollars ($100.00) a t one
time, and without further financial obligation,
shall be eligible to Life membership, and shall
enjoy all the rights and privileges of Active
members.
Article I11
Ofiers
SECTION1. Enumeration: The officers of the
Association shall be a President, a First Vice
President, a Second Vice President, a Secretary, a Treasurer, and three Directors.
SECTION2. Election: The President, Vice
Presidents, and Treasurer shall be elected a t
the annual meeting by a majority vote of all
members present and voting, to serve for one
year, or until their successors are elected, or
appointed, and assume their duties.
SECTION3. Directors: A Director shall be
elected a t each annual meeting by a majority
vote of all members present and voting, t o
succeed the person whose term next expires.
He shall serve for three years, or until his successor is elected, or appointed, and assumes
his duties.
SECTION4. Secretary: The Secretary shall be
appointed annually by the Executive Board.
Article IV
Ewxutive Board
SECTION1. Composition: The Executive
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Board shall be composed of the President, Vice
Presidents, Treasurer, Directors, and the last
retiring President. The Board shall have and
exercise such powers and duties as the ByLaws may provide, or as the Association may
direct.
SECTION2. Vacancies: Any vacancy occurring in the Executive Board by reason of
resignation or death may be filled by a majority vote of the remaining members of the
Board.
Article

V

Advisory Council
SECTION1. Composition: There shall be an
Advisory Council consisting of the executive
officer of each Committee, Group, and Chapter. In case of inability of the executive officer
to attend meetings of the Executive Board, he
may designate a member of his Committee,
Group or Chapter to represent him, or he may
send a written report to the President or Secretary which shall be presented a t said meeting.
T h e Council shall perform such other duties a s
the By-Laws may provide.
Article V I
Mcelings

SECTION1. Annual: The annual meeting of
the Association shall be held a t the time and
place determined by the Executive Board.
SECTION
2. Quorum: Sixty voting members
in good standing shall constitute a quorun1 for
the transaction of business a t all meetings of
the Association.
SECTION3. Rules: Robert's Rdes of Ordcr,
latest edition, shall govern all deliberations of
the Association, Executive Board, and Committees, when not inconsistent with the Constitution and By-Laws.
Article VII

Amendments
SECTION
1. Constitution: This Constitution
may be amended or repealed by a threefourths vote of the members present and voting at any annual meeting; provided, however,
that written or printed notice containing the
text of all proposed amendments shall have
been given to each voting member, or published in the journal and bulletin, a t least
thirty days prior to such meeting.
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SECTION2. Proposals: Amendments to the
Constitution may be proposed in writing by
the Executive Board, by the Committee on
Constitution and By-Laws, or by any twentyfive voting members of the Association.
SECTION
3. By-Laws: By-Laws may be
adopted or amended by a majority vote of the
members present and voting, a t any meeting
of the Association.

By-Laws
By-Law I

Duties of Oflcers

SECTION
1. President: The President shall be
the chief executive officer of the Association,
and, subject to the Executive Board, shall
have general supervision and control over its
aflairs. He shall preside a t all meetings of the
Association and of the Executive Board, and
shall sign all orders drawn upon the treasury
for the payment of funds, unleyr he otherwise
designates. Together with the Secretary he
shall sign all contracts and other legal documents, when authorized by the Executive
Board t o do so. He shall see that the Constitution and By-Laws of the Association and the
orders of the Executive Board are faithfully
executed, a n d shall recommend to the Board
such measures as he may deem necessary for
the best interests of the Association.
SECTION2. Vice Presidents: I n the absence
o r withdrawal of the President, the Vice Presidents, in their respective order, shall have and
perform all the duties and obligations of the
President. The Vice Presidents shall perform
such other duties as the President or Executive
Board may request.
SECTION3. Secretary: The Secretary shall
keep a record of all meetings of the Association
and of the Executive Board. He shall have the
right t o speak on any question before the Executive Board, but not the right to vote. He shall
have charge of the headquarters office; he shall
keep a record of the names and addressea of
members, designated by classes; he shall issue
all bills and collect all money due the Association; he shall draw all orders upon the treasury
for the payment of funds; he shall be responsible for all work in connection with the publication of the journal and bulletin, except such
as is assigned to the Editors: he shall, with the
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President, sign all contracts and other legal
documents, and shall perform such other duties as may be requested by the Executive
Board. His services may be terminated after
thirty days' written notice by either party.
SECTION4. Treasurer: The Treasurer shall
have the custody of all funds of the Association, and shall render a true account of the
same to the Association a t each annual meeting. He shall keep a record of, and disburse
such funds in accordance with the mandates of
the Executive Board, upon orders drawn by
the Secretary and approved by the President.
He shall, upon request, submit to the Executive Board a statement of all funds in his
custody.

By-Law I1
,!%xeculiveBoard
SECTION1. Authority: The Executive Board
shall have and exercise power and authority to
manage and conduct the business of the Association, subject to authorization of the Association. Custody of all property of the Association shall be vested in the Executive Board,
which shall have power to manage the same
for the best interests of the Association.
SECTION2. Meetings: The Executive Board
shall meet a t the call of the President. Upon
the written request of any three members of
the Board t o the President, he shall call a
meeting of.the Executive Board. All meetings
of the Executive Board shall be open to
members of the Advisory Council; provided,
however, the Executive Board shall, in its
discretion, have the right to meet in executive
session.
SECTION3. Quorum: Five members of the
Executive Board shall constitute a quorum for
the transaction of business.

By-Law I11
Advisory Council
SECTION1. Meetings: Members of the Advisory Council shall meet a t least once with the
Executive Board during the annual meeting.
The members of said Council shall be privileged to attend all meetings of the Executive
Board, except executive sessions, and shall
have the right to speak on any question, but
not the right to vote.
SECTION2. Duties: Members of the Advis-
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ory Council shall submit reports on the activities of their respective Committees, Groups or
Chapters, together with such recommendations a s they deem advisable or necessary, t o
the Executive Board.
SECTION3. Organization: The Advisory
Council may organize by the election of a
chairman and a clerk, both of whom shall be
members of the Council, and may hold such
meetings for the proper performance of its
duties as the chairman or Council may designate.

By-Law IV
SECTION1. Standing: Standing Committees
shall be Constitution and By-Laws, Finance,
Membership, and Publications.
SECTION2. Special: The Executive Board
may authorize such special committees as i t
deems necessary, to perform such duties as the
Board may assign to such committees.
SECTION3. Appointments: The President,
with the approval of the Executive Board, shall
appoint the chairmen of all such Committees
which shall be responsible to the Executive
Board. When so directed by the Executive
Board, the President shall appoint the entire
Committee.

By-Law V
Groups
SECTION
1. Creation: The Executive Board
may authorize the establishment of Groups relating to definite interests of special librarians
which are actively represented in the Association, upon the written petition of ten o r more
members engaged in the work of the proposed
Group.
SECTION2. Discontinuance: The Executive
Board may, in its discretion, recommend the
discontinuance of a Group when, in its opinion, the usefulness of that Group has ceased.
The Board shall submit such recommendation
to the next annual meeting of the Association,
and, if the recommendation shall be adopted
by a majority vote of the members present and
voting, such Group shall thereupon be dissolved.

By-LawVI
SECTION1. Creation: Chapters shall be es-

tablished only by authorization of the Executive Board, upon the written petition of ten or
more Active or Institutional members of the
Association, residing in the territory within
which the Chapter is desired.
SECTION 2. Government: Chapters may
adopt a Constitution o r By-Laws, or both, to
govern their activities, not inconsistent with
the Constitution and By-Laws of the Association.
SECTION3. Membership: Every member of
the Association shall automatically be a member of the nearest Chapter within fifty miles of
his residence, unless he requests otherwise.
Members not living within fifty miles of a
Chapter shall be considered unaffiliated members, unless they request a definite affiliation.
SECTION4. Local Members: Chapters may
accept as Local members persons engaged in,
o r interested in Iibrary, statistical or research
work, who wish to take part in local activities
only. Such Local members shall not be considered members of the National Association,
shall not hold the office of President of the
Chapter, and shall not have any of the privileges outlined in Article I1 of the Constitution.
SECTION5. Discontinuance: The Executive
Board may, in its discretion, recommend the
discontinuance of a Chapter when, in its opinion, the usefulness of such Chapter has ceased.
The Board shall submit such reommendation
to the next annual meeting of the Association,
and if the recommendation shall be adopted by
a majority vote of the members present and
voting, such Chapter shall thereupon be dissolved.

By-Law VII
SECTION1. Source of Funds: Funds of the
Association shall include income from membership dues, subscriptions, advertising, sale of
publications, and such other sources as the
Executive Board shall approve.
SECTION2. Fiscal Year: The fiscal year shall
be the calendar year.
SECTION3. Dues: Dues shall be determined
by the Executive Board, subject to ratification
by a two-thirds vote of the members present
and voting at any annual meeting of the Association; and provided, further, that written o r
printed notice of the proposed change shall be
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given to all voting members a t least sixty days
in advance of the meeting a t which such action
is to be considered.
S E C ~ O4.NDues Payable: All dues shall be
payable annually in advance. The initial dues
of new members shall be assessed and collected
on a quarterly pro rata basis.
SECTION5. Dues in Arrears: The membership of any person, firm or organization whose
dues shall be twelve months in arrears, and
who shall continue such delinquency for one
month after notification of the same, shall
automatically cease.
SECTION6. Reinstatement: Reinstatement
may be made on payment of dues for the current year.
SECTION
7. Committee and Group Expenses:
Funds for the support of Committee and
Group activities shall be paid by the Treasurer
upon authorization by the Executive Board,
upon application by the Committee or Group.
Said application shall set forth in such detail as
the Executive Board may require, the purposes for which such funds are requcsted, together with anapproximate budget of expenses.
SECTION
8. Chapter Expenses: Expenses of
Chapters shall be met by the appropriation of
a percentage of Active and Institutional membership dues paid by Chapter members, the
percentage and amount of the appropriation to
be determined and authorized annually by the
Executive Board. In addition, one-half of Associate membership dues shall be retained by
the Association, and the other half shall be
returned to the Chapter with which said members are affiliated. Payments to Chapters shall
be made semi-annually and automatically in
advance. For cause shown, the Executive
Board may grant additional funds, or it may
grant loans to a Chapter, in its discretion.
Each Chapter which shall make application
for such additional funds or loans shall submit
an estimated budget of expenses, in such detail
as the Executive Board may require.

By-Law VIII
Meetings
SECTIOW
1. Notice of the annual meeting, in
writing, or printed in the journal and bulletin
or otherwise, shall be sent to each voting mem-
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ber a t least thirty days prior to the date of such
meeting.
SECTION2. Special: The Executive Board
shall have power to call such special meetings
of the Association as said Board may deem
necessary. Notice of special meetings, in writing, or printed in the journal and bulletin or
otherwise, shall be sent to each voting member
a t least thirty days prior to the date of such
meetings. Such notice shall clearly specify the
business to be transacted, and no business
other than that stated in said notice shall be
considered.

By-Law IX
Nominations
SECTION 1. Committee: At least three
months prior to the annual meeting, the President, with the approval of the Executive
Board, shall appoint a Nominating Committee
of five persons, no one of whom shall be a member of the Executive Board, to nominate officers for the ensuing year.
2. Candidates: Names of candidates
SECTION
for office, together with their written acceptances, shall be presented by the Nominating
Committee to the Executive Board a t least six
weeks before the annual meeting, and said
Board shall cause said nominations t o be
printed in the journal and bulletin, which shall
be sent to all voting members a t least thirty
days prior to the date of such meeting.
SECTION3. Other Nominations: Further
nominations may be made upon written petition of ten voting members.

By-Law X
Publications
SECTION1. Publications: The Association
shall publish an official organ, which may be
referred to as the journal, a quarterly Associate Members' Bulletin, and such other publications as the Executive Board may authorize. Control of all publications shall be vested
in the Executive Board, with power to fix advertising rates, and subscription rates, if any.
Section 2. Editors: The Editors shall be appointed annually by the Executive Board.
They shall have charge of thcir respective publications subject to the editorial pol~ciesap-
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proved by the Board. They shall attend the
meetings of the Executive Board, a n d shall
have the right to speak on any question before
the Board, but not the right to vote. Their
services may be terminated after thirty days'
written notice by either party.

By-Law XI
Headquarkrs

SECTION1. Location: The headquarters of
the Association shall be a t such place as the
Executive Board may determine.

SPECIAL SUBJECTS for
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

By-Law XI1
AHMtion

SECTION1. Societies: The Executive Board
may by vote affiliate with the Association any
national society having purposes similar to
those of Special Libraries Association, or may
in like manner cause the Association to beafiliated with any national society having similar
purposes. The Executive Board may by vote
cancel an affiliation when in its opinion such
affiliation is undesirable, but such vote to be
effective shall be approved by the Association.
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